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Provides an interface for connecting Delphi, C++Builder and FireMonkey to a MySQL database. Supports direct access mode
(requires MySQL Client library) and ODBC connections (including the MySQL ODBC driver). Enables high performance
applications. Implements a very similar interface as the drivers in Embarcadero platforms. Provides a connection pool to the
MySQL database. Provides an API to improve the efficiency of the access layer. Enables direct connection to MySql and other
databases. Manages the connection to the database. Can be used with 32-bit and 64-bit applications. Is a mature and stable
driver. Uses an SQL query parser to improve the execution of query results. There are no limits on the number of connections.
There are no limits on the number of tables. Allows direct saving of results. Allows transaction handling. There are no limits on
the number of queries. Allows wildcards in the queries. Allows the full use of the MySQL server functions. Enables users to
perform many different operations on the databases. Enables users to update and delete data. Enables users to open data tables
in the MySQL database. There are no limits on the number of components. Enables users to set database properties and SQL
statements. Allows database tables to be created or removed. Allows access to multiple databases from a single Delphi or
C++Builder application. Provides automatic error handling. Connects to MySQL databases. Sends queries to the database.
Allows the user to connect to other databases. Allows the user to execute multiple statements simultaneously. Provides error
handling. Provides a connection pool to the MySQL database. Enables users to keep the connections as open as possible.
Provides an API to improve the efficiency of the access layer. Supports 32-bit and 64-bit systems. Provides direct connectivity
to MySQL. Allows the use of data tables with MySQL. Provides automatic error handling. Enables users to set database
properties. Allows access to multiple databases from a single application. Allows users to update and delete data. Allows
database tables to be created or removed. Enables
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Database Management Object – A set of database management functions implemented to allow access from Delphi/C++Builder
environments. SQL Dialect – An IDE provides a set of tools that allow access to a database from a specific SQL dialect.
Network Protocol – Is a transport mechanism used to access the database. MySQL Client – An interface that allows users to
connect to the database. DBX – A database management object for Delphi. A database is a collection of data that is organized
into objects. All information that is present on a computer is stored in a database. The data stored in a database is known as the
database's content. Data in databases can be created, accessed, updated and deleted. Data stored in databases is organized into
objects. An object is a collection of data that is connected in some way to other objects. An object's data can be accessed or
deleted. A database application accesses data by specifying a set of objects and a set of SQL queries. Most relational database
systems do not require data to be stored in the same physical location as where it is used. An object is a collection of data that is
connected in some way to other objects. An object's data can be accessed or deleted. A database application accesses data by
specifying a set of objects and a set of SQL queries. A SQL query is a set of instructions that tells a database which objects and
data to use. A SQL query selects data from a database. The query can either select all data in the database, or only a specific
type of data. A SQL statement is the result of a SQL query. A relational database system stores data in tables. A table consists of
one or more columns and rows. A relational database system stores data in tables. A table consists of one or more columns and
rows. A column contains a value for each row of the table. A row contains data for each column in the table. A relational
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database system stores data in tables. A table consists of one or more columns and rows. A column contains a value for each row
of the table. A row contains data for each column in the table. A row can contain multiple values for a column. An SQL select
statement returns the values from a column in a row. The order of the rows is not important. The order of the columns in the
row is not important. The row returned by an SQL select statement is identified 77a5ca646e
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Under the hood, dbExpress driver for MySQL is also based on the known dbExpress technologies: Supported Data Types:
Varbinary Tinyblob Shortblob Intblob Longblob Float Double Currency Numeric Date Time Interval Bigint Float8 TimeStamp
Datetime DateTime Supported Connections: Streaming Non-streaming Supported Functions: Connect Open Commit Rollback
Supported Stored Procedures: Store Procedure Replace Procedure Supported Functions for Stored Procedures: Get Data Insert
Data Update Data Delete Data Supported Stored Functions: GetData InsertData UpdateData DeleteData Supported Aggregates:
Count Sum Avg Min Max Supported Indexes: Primary Key Non-Primary Key Supported Trigger Functions: Before Insert
Before Update Before Delete After Insert After Update After Delete Supported Views: Forward Reverse Supported Views in
Stored Procedures: SP_View SP_View_Any SP_View_All SP_View_Definition Supported Views in Functions: GetView
InsertView UpdateView DeleteView Supported Execute Package (SP) Commands: OpenPackage ReplacePackage Registered
Registered Packages: MySQL Registry Root: C:\Users\Public\Documents\RAD Studio\7.0\Bpl\ Package Name: MySQL
Package Version: 1.2.0.5 Package Description: Fast and Easy to use MySQL Database Connection Provider for the Delphi
Pascal IDE Registered Packages: 1.1.0.5 Registry Root: C:\Users\Public\Documents\Embarcadero\RAD Studio\7.0\Bpl\
Package Name: msmysql Package Version: 7.1.1.0 Package Description: Microsoft MySql.DBExpress Provider for Delphi and
RAD Studio Registered Packages: 6.0.0.0 Registry Root: C:\Program Files\Embarc

What's New In?
This is the free dbExpress for MySql Library. It contains both the dbtables and dbmssql free source code to access the data from
MySQL, available in the Database servers. The dbmssql includes a TMySqlConnection component, which is a managed code
compatible with the FireMonkey Embarcadero Components (the Embarcadero FireMonkey Components). dbExpress is a
common Open Source database access library that is used by many Delphi components for Access database access, including:
Indy components: TIdDbDSN - standard BDE access TIdMySQL - MySQL access (also included the core MySQL.DLL library)
TIdMSSQL - MS SQL access (also included the core MS SQL.DLL library) TIdSQLAnywhere - Other MySQL and MS SQL
access via BDE with ODBC layers (also included the core MySQL.DLL library) dbExpress also includes the Embarcadero
Components to access the data from Oracle and DB2 databases, so users can use it for Oracle, DB2 and MySQL/MS SQL
access (also included the core Oracle.DLL library) To view some examples of the Embarcadero Components which can use
dbExpress to access the data from MySQL, MS SQL and other databases, please see the: TIdMySQLClient and
TIdMySQLClientPersistent components which are included in the FireMonkey Components Pack, and this
TIdMySQLDBIv2Persistent and TIdMySQLDBIv2Components which are included in the Embarcadero Components Pack.
Note that the TIdMySQLDBIv2Persistent and TIdMySQLDBIv2Components do not include the MySQL (BDE) or MS SQL
(BDE) driver components, but they have the dbmssql source code. The TIdMySQLDBIv2Components can be used for access to
MySQL, MS SQL and other databases. The TIdMySQLDBIv2Persistent component has additional database specific database
drivers. The TIdMySQLDBIv2Component is written in C++, and can be called directly from Delphi, C++Builder, and
other.NET compliant environments. In addition to the above, you can also use the: TIdMySQLDBIv2Component or the:
TIdMySQLDBIv2Persistent in order to access the data from MySQL and MS SQL via BDE and ODBC. In order to use this
library, please see the installation instructions. Also included is a special version of the TIdMySQLD
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System Requirements:
Windows XP/Vista/7/8 (32/64-bit) 2GB of RAM DirectX 9.0c compatible video card (Requires a system reboot to activate)
This is the introduction to a series of stories that aim to highlight some of the best, and worst aspects of life in modernity. We
will also explore how far into the future society will progress in the time it takes a saran wrap to tear. We invite you to read,
comment, and share your ideas about the future! This first installment will cover everything that exists
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